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The Hitchhiker's Guide to The Galaxy 
Hint Sheet V 1.0 

Location : Access Space. 
Puzzle : Opening the Hatch. 

Ask Marvin to open it, but of course you will need to bring the 
correct tool. <See, What should I do with the Flowerpot.> 

Location 
Puzzle : 

: Bedroom. 
It to Dark to See. 

Try turning on the Light. 

Location : Bedroom. 
Puzzle : Hangover to Cure. 

. ' 

Take your dressing gown, wear it and then take the analgesic. 

Location : Captain's Quarters. 
Puzzle : How do I get to hear the second verse of Vogan poetry? 

Enjoy the first verse, ie: When the Vogan captains starts to read 
his poem type in the command ENJOY POETRY 

Location : Corridor, Aft End. 
Puzzle : Screening Door to open. 

To open this door you must first knock out Arthur Dents common 
sense, <The black particle in the ffiMZe) so that you can carry 
both tea and no tea at the same time. Once you have done that, 
pick up both and real tea and the no tea and show both of them to 
the door. 

Location : Corridor, Aft End. 
Puzzle : As I Step through the door waves of depression kill me! 

Drink the real tea first. 

Location : Country Lane. 
Puzzle : What should I do about the small dog? 

Throw the sandwich at it. 

Location : Dais. 
Puzzle : What should I do? 

Wait until Trillian jumps out of the crowd, then tell the guards 
to drop their rifles then tell Trillian to shoot the rifles. 
After which you need to only move east to board the Heart of 
Gold. 

Location : Front of House. 
Puzzle : Bulldozer to stop. 

Lie down in the mud and wait. 
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Location Front Of House. 
Puzzle I take the towel, wait awhile and then die! What should I 
do? 

Don't take the towel, just wait. 

Location 1 Front Of House CAs ford 1). 
Puzzle What should I do? 

Try to give the towel to Arthur then walk over to Prosser and ask 
him to lie in the mud. 

Location : Front Of House CAs ford 2). 
Puzzle 1 What should I do? 

",I 

Give the satchel fluff to Arthur, take the Sub-Etha signaling 
device from your satchel, press the green button and then try to 
pick the signaling device back up. 

Location : Inside the Sperm Whale. 
Puzzle : How to I Escape? 

Press the red button on the Sub-Etha signaling device, show the 
guarantee on the Sub-Etha signaling device to the robot and then 
press the qreen button. 

Location : Lair Beast's Outer Lair. 
Puzzle : How do I defeat the Bugblatter Beast of Traal? 

Say "Arthur Dent'', move east, tie the towel around your head, 
pick up a stone and then write the name Arthur Dent on the 
memorial. 

Location : Living Room. 
Puzzle 1 What should I do? 

Open your handbag, drop the plate, take the fluff, put the fluff 
in your handbag, close your handbag, take the plate and then just 
wait. 

Location : Maze 
Puzzle : How do I get through the maze? 

Basically just keep moving and you will get to the Black 
Particle (centre of the maze) in the end. 

Location : Maze. 
Puzzle = How do I take the Particle without getting zapped? 

You can't, but try to take it anyway as doing so knocks out Arthur 
Dents common Sense. CSee, Opening the Screening Door>. 
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Location : Presidential Speedboat. 
Puzzle : What should I do? 

Steer the boat at the cliff, pick up the tool box and look under 
the seat. 

Location : Pub. <As Arthur). 
Puzzle : What should I do here? 

Buy and sandwich and drink lots of beer. 

Location : Pub <As Ford>. 
Puzzle : What should I do? ·. ' 

Buy some Beer and some Peanuts, drink the beer and then follow 
Arthur back to this house. 

Location : Vogon Hold. 
Puzzle : Class Case to Open. 

Just type the correct word from the second verse of the Vogan 
Captains current poem. However the command must be in the correct 
format, eg: TYPE "SHEEPEYES" ON THE KEYBOARD. 

Location : Vogan Hold. 
Puzzle Dispensing Machine to Use - Babel Fish to get~ 

Remove you dressing gown, tie up the sleeve, put the gown on the 
hook , cover the dt-ai n i·1i th t-.he o":<? l put F,:ords satchel in fro t 
of the panel, put the junk mail on the satchel and then push the 
dispenser button. 

Location : Vogan Hold. 
Puzzle : I keep dying of protein loss! 

Eat the peanuts the Ford gives you. 

Location : War Chamber. 
Puzzle : How can I stop the Dog Eating the space fleet? 

When you came out of the Pub <as Arthur> you should have thrown 
the Dog a sandwich. 

General Questions. 

How Do I use the Spare Improbability Drive? 

First of all do not plug the drive into the Bridge console until 
the Heart of Gold is Attack by missiles. However you can still 
use the drive before that happens to teleport yourself to 
different locations through the game as follows. Plug the small 
plug on the Improbability Drive into the Atomic Vector Plotter, 
then put the long dangly bit on the Plotter into a Cup of Tea 
and turn on the Drive. <Of course Real Tea ivill qive you a much 
greater range,) 
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How do I read the microscopic letters on the circuit board? 

You can read the letters with the magnifying glass found in the 
tool box. 

Where can I find some Real Tea? 

Plug the Nutrimat\Computer Interface into d~inks machine in the 
galley and push the pad. 

How Do I stop the missiles hitting the ship? 

Plug the large plug on the Improbability Driv~ 1 into the bridge 
console and turn on the Drive. 

What should I do with the Flowerpot? 

Put all four piece of fluff into the pot, then when the Fluff 
Plant starts to sprout take the flowerpot into the Sauna. 

What is the fruit of the Fluff Plant used for? 

If you eat the fruit you will have a vision, in which you will 
see yourself handing Marvin the correct tool to open the jammed 
hatch. 
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